Do U want to become a (sports-) journalist?

In an interview with an ex-journalist, interesting answers came to light. Mr. M.A. started studying many years ago, but he broke up with his studies and decided to become involved in politics and to write articles. After one year he changed to the sport sector. He travelled a lot and experienced world- championships, European- championships and olympic victories. Mr. M.A. met well- known people such as Lothar Matthäus and also Olaf Thon. Mr. M-A.’s first article made him proud himself and he was very curios about the opinions and reactions of the others. He also received suggestions for improvement and became better from year to year. There was something he did not like and that was that he could not be with his family for five to six weeks several times. However, he said confidently that the positive aspects of this profession prevailed. This journalist told us that he could travel and experience a lot, without paying money. He said that there is much more fake news today than in the past. His own experiences were very nice and it was easy for him to write his articles objectively. He always wrote alone, apart from when he was with another journalist, then the work was divided. Since Mr. M.A. is a very extro-verted and open-minded person, he had no problems or fears to speak to people and interview them. “I made my hobby into my job and never thought about quitting it.” He certainly recommends this job to others and perhaps you, too, will be interested in (t)his job.
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